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TELL US ABOUT HOW YOUR PERSONAL LIFE HAS CHANGED
Hong Kong seems very down right now. Walking on the streets after the protests felt quiet and
subdued but it was nothing compared to what it is right now. Wearing a face mask and trying to
avoid personal contact as much as possible, people stare at you for holding a pole on the MTR
(subway train) and you are constantly in a sea of 'no smiles' with people wearing up to three
masks for protection.
 
The arts scene is totally suspended. Performances, concerts and gigs have all been cancelled
for the foreseeable future – some even as late as June. Theatre artists and freelancers in Hong
Kong are really suffering. I had some future projects planned which have also been cancelled.
One is a yearly collaboration with the Down's Syndrome Association of Hong Kong (DSA). I
usually work alongside other facilitators to put on a performance in June. However, the DSA
have cancelled this due to unknown circumstances. This creative time makes up a lot of my
personal life and is sorely missed by everyone at this time.
 
TELL US ABOUT WHAT IT IS LIKE WHERE YOU LIVE
I live in Hong Kong in the centre of Wan Chai. I love my area and I'm very fortunate to be
surrounded by plenty of supermarkets. Therefore I have not felt a big hit in terms of supplies –
except for toilet paper! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I have decided to stay in Hong Kong to be as close to my students and fellow staff as possible
and give them as much support as I also need myself right now. I feel safe in the city, I have
never put that into question during my 7 years here, however right now it just feels ‘different’.
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MY  FRIEND  VISITED  ME  TODAY  IN  MY

FLAT  FOR  A  CUP  OF  TEA  AND  SHE  ENDED

UP  BRINGING  ME  ROLLS  OF  TOILET  ROLL .

THIS  IS  TRUE  FRIENDSHIP  RIGHT  NOW  IN

HONG  KONG .
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TELL US ABOUT HOW YOUR TEACHING LIFE HAS CHANGED
I mean you really have to be much more creative in your approaches. I am quite enjoying the
eLearning side of our teaching because the internet offers so much for students in 2020. I am
challenging myself to learn more platforms, software and free apps to generate student
engagement. It is really opening up my eyes to the possibilities! 

Students are really resilient thinkers. 
The internet is a wonderful place. 
To really appreciate what we have and the world that we live in.

Please note: I have spent a lot of time on my screen today so perhaps that was a little deep…
 
WHAT HAS BEEN SOMETHING POSITIVE THAT HAS COME OUT OF THIS EXPERIENCE?

I have learnt how to host a rehearsal with 75 students for a school
production! 
I have been able to spend more time with friends and family in my flat. 
I have had to relax into a slower pace of life and I'm able to appreciate
people more.

OF  COURSE  YOU  MISS  THE  FACE-TO-FACE  INTERACTION  AND

BEING  A  THEATRE  TEACHER  IS  ALL  ABOUT  THAT  PERSONAL

CONNECTION  YOU  MAKE  WITH  STUDENTS  AND  EACH  OTHER .

HOWEVER ,  WE  DO  KNOW  THAT  THIS  IS  A  TEMPORARY

SITUATION  SO  WE  THEN  TRY  TO  MAKE  THOSE  CONNECTIONS

IN  OTHER  WAYS  –  YOU  JUST  HAVE  TO  BE  CREATIVE !

WHAT DO YOU WISH OTHERS KNEW ABOUT YOUR EXPERIENCE?
It's not just a holiday! I have had educators contact me and say you must be enjoying the
relaxing, being at home in your pyjamas and yes, whilst it does have its advantages, it is also
long days of planning and rearranging your whole curriculum and your approaches to
delivering it, activities to explore and demonstrate learning as well as assessing knowledge
and understanding. We are in a constant state of unknown because we don't know when we
will truly go back to school, so everything is happening on the fly. I am a massive long term
planner so I've had to really reassess how I plan my teaching. Trust me, this new structure
makes for very long days with massive amounts of screen time that is not ideal for anyone.

ISTA HIVE MIND: IS THERE ANYTHING THAT YOU WOULD LIKE HELP WITH IN TERMS OF
TEACHING? 
I would love to know if there is software or a platform I could use to have a live rehearsal. I
would love to be able to teach my choir and band without the horrible feedback (distortion)
that is on both GoogleMeets and Zoom. Any suggestions?
 
Follow Vanessa on Twitter @MsVanessaArts where she is sharing her work and ideas online.


